New fellowships attractest students

By Bruce Jones

Fire guts Dane's dairy barn

By Mary Stoica

FBI inquiry cites illegal Contra aid

By Mark S. Fox

Poll: Nagle's lead may end GOP reign
Metro Briefly

Kennedy skips out of town.

Mike Ketchmark, Republican candidate for the Iowa's 3rd Congressional District, skipped an appearance at the UI Dance Marathon yesterday and today. The two presidential candidates were supposed to appear on the Saturday event.

Correction

The name of a man who was charged with assault on an employee in a West Des Moines restaurant was incorrect in Monday's story.

Police

A charge of second-degree assault was filed against a man who struck a woman with his car Friday night in the parking lot of the Coralville Mall. The woman sustained injuries but did not require medical treatment.

City Library Board of Trustees; Iowa 45th District

A correction or clarification will be published in the November issue of the City Library Board of Trustees newsletter. The newsletter is mailed to all households in the Iowa 45th District.

Police

A man was arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol in Iowa City on Thursday night.
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UI may toughen admissions
Incoming freshmen could need more high school courses

By James Curry

Iowa City Press-Citizen

Several Iowa City video and book stores said they received letters from the effects attorney General Edwin Meese III's recent announcement of a stronger federal anti-pornography policy.

"I was really startled," said Suzanne Mikkelsen, manager of Iowa Video Land, 527 Riverside Drive, who has a store that carries about 140 adult titles. 

"It's an important need for some people," said Mikkelsen. 

"I wonder if they'll stay," said Schmidt, a sales associate at Video Exchange, 201 Clinton Street, who works with about 20 adult videos. "I think a lot of money is invested in these movies; maybe they won't be concerned.

But she agrees with Meese's efforts.

"I was really startled," said Schmidt. "I think maybe there's a need for it, but it's hard to say if it will last."

"I'm not surprised by it," said John Lajeunesse, the manager at Waldenbooks in the University Plaza. "I've had problems with pornography on my shelves, but we haven't had too many problems."

"We've had problems with customers asking to watch them," said Lajeunesse. "We have a letter explaining why we don't rent R-rated videos, but I don't think it will do a lot of good."

"We all have problems," said Schmidt. "We don't have to tell them, they don't have to look at them."
**New directions**

It has been pointed out that college campuses in the 1980s are less politically active than they were in the 1960s, partly because of the decentralized nature of the modern university. There are a number of reasons that this is so, and it is in an extremely valuable and stimulating debate on public policy in general, and public education in particular.

The lack of interest in political debate is quite apparent at IU as well. Historically, the Press-Council has focused more on the student's role in political debate than on the quality of student writing. However, there are a number of reasons why this is so, and how this can be changed.

Various reasons have been given for the lack of student activism, ranging from the popularity of deterministic natural selection in solving complex problems and controlling population, to the lack of interest in politics, the lack of political knowledge, and the lack of political interest. One of the most common explanations is that students are not interested in politics, not because they are not interested in the issues, but because they do not know how to get involved.

But one reason is often overlooked or missed in the discussion. Writing, whether it be in a university newspaper or a book, is a tool for thought and expression. By writing, students can express their ideas and thoughts, and in doing so, they can influence others. This is why it is important for students to participate in political debate. Writing is the way to bring the issues to attention, and to start a dialogue on them.

**Negative charges**

Whether on a student debate or a congressional, the face-off between incumbent Gov. Terry Branstad and Republican challenger Lowell Johnson has become increasingly trivial. Aside from positioning himself on the key issues, Johnson's candidate files thus far are the most important issue of the two.

Branstad's press conference debate Tuesday was not as much a debate as a press conference. However, Tuesday's press conference debate十一日 not only put on the agenda, but also the voters, what else?

Significant Storyteller ." By the time they were expressing what they wish to address the questions, not re-write the history books. It is unfortunate that their positions on the issues are not clear, and that they do not do so.

Our education system is inappropriate ways.

The lack of interest in political debate is quite apparent at IU as well. Historically, the Press-Council has focused more on the student's role in political debate than on the quality of student writing. However, there are a number of reasons why this is so, and how this can be changed.

Various reasons have been given for the lack of student activism, ranging from the popularity of deterministic natural selection in solving complex problems and controlling population, to the lack of interest in politics, the lack of political knowledge, and the lack of political interest. One of the most common explanations is that students are not interested in politics, not because they are not interested in the issues, but because they do not know how to get involved.

But one reason is often overlooked or missed in the discussion. Writing, whether it be in a university newspaper or a book, is a tool for thought and expression. By writing, students can express their ideas and thoughts, and in doing so, they can influence others. This is why it is important for students to participate in political debate. Writing is the way to bring the issues to attention, and to start a dialogue on them.

**Guest opinion**

Last year, on the cover of a prominent national magazine, the annual "papers of the year" were featured. The issue was dedicated to "the future of the media." The editorial featured an article written by one of the editors, commenting on the "great story to tell ."

The negative charge is a very potent negative political argument. It is an argument that is easy to make, and that is difficult to counter. It is an argument that is attractive to many voters, and that is easy to understand.

**Guest opinions policy**

The Daily issues guest opinion sections, written by students, faculty, and community members. Guest opinions are a valuable tool for sharing ideas and perspectives, and for encouraging dialogue on important issues. Guest opinions are written by students, faculty, and community members, and are selected based on their relevance, originality, and quality.
For Iowa farmers, three candidates are vying for the secretary of agriculture post in the Nov. 4 election.

**Red Sox**

John Roberts

Baxter, Roberts seek election to secretary of state position
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By Bobbie Slaba

Secretary to the Iowa town

Democratic Elaine Baxter and Republican Robert Roberts are each seeking to fill the secretary of state position in the Nov. 4 election.

As state election commissioner, the secretary of state is in charge of handling voting procedures and ensures that the peace is on the ballot. The secretary of state also serves as a voter for the United States Senate election in the event that there is a tied vote in the popular vote.

Baxter has served as the Iowa secretary of state for the past 28 years. She has been a strong advocate for voting rights and access to the ballot. Roberts has served as the Iowa secretary of state for the past 10 years. He has been a strong advocate for the economy and job creation.

**UI**
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3 candidates vie for chance to fill state agriculture post

3 candidates vie for chance to fill state agriculture post

By John Motz

Secretary to the Iowa town

Republican Pete Shaver and Democrat Harry Johnson are both seeking to fill the secretary of agriculture post in the Nov. 4 election.

Shaver has served as the Iowa secretary of agriculture for the past 10 years. He has been a strong advocate for the economy and job creation. Johnson has served as the Iowa secretary of agriculture for the past 8 years. He has been a strong advocate for the environment and sustainability.

# Election ’86
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Opinion

Forrest Tucker, the actor known for his role in the movie "A Space Odyssey," has left open the possibility that experimental American flight test pilots "may have been under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs" when they attempted to fly a supersonic fighter jet in 1960, according to a report in the New York Times.

According to the report, Tucker was asked by a government official to fly the jet, which he later said he had been under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs for the flight.

The pilot, who was later identified as a former Air Force experimental test pilot, described the experience as "a strange and terrifying event." The pilot said he felt "uncontrollable" while flying and that the jet was "out of control." He also claimed to have seen "giant red lights" and "a glowing outline of a woman" in the cockpit.

The report has sparked debate among aviation experts and historians, with some attributing the incident to pilot error and others suggesting it was a result of hallucinogenic drugs. Tucker's claims were later investigated by the Air Force, but no action was taken against him.

In a statement released by the Air Force, a spokesperson said, "We take the allegations seriously and are committed to investigating any claims of illegal drug use in the Air Force. This incident occurred over 50 years ago, and we are not in a position to comment further on the matter."
Monday, October

The protest outside the Damascus, Syria (UPI) building by loud explosions in the coming days you might rest assured that our BP is ready to leave in accordance with what Britain called a British tactics backed terrorist attempt to draw criticism from members chanting the legitimacy of Aquino's government. People who have paid a political price inside Britain.. when what happened in London."

Jacques Nazim also left. He was recalled for consultations two months ago. He said his predecessor had been recalled for consultations by the ambassador for America. He said Hindawi was "regarded inestimably" the embassy when he arrived.

Aid was denied to Hindawi in Syrian statements that Britain was ready for the diplomatic approach. We are not threatening' he said. "We are just saying that the British government, for the first time, will put a political price inside Britain when the British people know the fact that Syria had nothing to do with what happened in London."
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**National**

**Mother loses kids to safety**

**MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) — Authorities remained puzzled Sunday about the cause of a fire that raced through a story house, killing eight on the second floor, escaping her and injuring seven others, up in time to save myself and myself.

"I'm trying to understand what happened," Paton said.

**Con 'victed escapees guards in Indiana**

**GREAT NEWS! A NEW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH!**

The First Presbyterian Church Of Churches In North America

**MOTHERS 100+ FACES**

**GRADUATE NURSES**

Your education will not end with graduation. You'll get valuable experiences in a Rockport Methodist Hospital. We're proud to offer comprehensive treatments, long-term care settings, your job, what's the best fit for you. Let's get started.

**Metro**

The US art collection offers ins into by John Roberts

**ROCKPORT**

**DAYS REMAIN**

to have your senior portrait taken with the Hawkeye Yearbook. A $60 change to your U-Bill gives you a free portrait sitting and a copy of the 1987 Hawkeye free with your photo.

See Cap. Logans October 28-29 at the Iowa City Post Office or call (515) 294-4465-4671 collected.

**DAV U.S.**

**VOTE THIS DAY!**

(*This page is blank*)
Art offers insight into native life. Each of the 435 pieces in the Stanley Collection, "African Art in Iowa," are just three of 435 pieces in the collection. The collection is due largely to the generosity of the ROY ROBINSON LEY COLLECTION. Eleanor McClelland, Assistant Director of the Center for African Art and Social Science at the University of Iowa, will be the guest speaker for the exhibition. The program features course work distributed on specific community and social science. An advisor, in cooperation with the student, can be obtained from the student abroad advisor, in the center.

The program prepares students for six weeks to work with African writing and oral traditions. It is designed to encourage students to see some of the ways in which education exchange students work in the community to see that credits are used in building a community center. A change in major program and in Kenya, in addition, the School for International Training can be obtained from the Office of International Programs, which is a special program for foreign study.

It will be everything on my own and I'll do it in a way that you can be proud of. It will be your education.
Let Us Put The Bread and Margarine On Your Dinner Table Tonight

Stop In Today And Pick Up Your

FREE (With Coupons Below)

BREAD & MARGARINE

At econofoods, we are celebrating the opening of our brand new store. There's top quality fruits and vegetables, freshest meats, wide selection, and so much more all at low-low econofoods prices.

So, if you haven't been out to see us yet we offer these coupon for free bread and margarine as an extra incentive. Then you'll discover that econofoods puts the bread (and everything else) on your table for less!

At econofoods, we are celebrating the opening of our brand new store. There's top quality fruits and vegetables, freshest meats, wide selection, and so much more all at low-low econofoods prices.

So, if you haven't been out to see us yet we offer these coupon for free bread and margarine as an extra incentive. Then you'll discover that econofoods puts the bread (and everything else) on your table for less!

Our econofoods Pharmacy brings you great savings on all your family prescription needs!

“The Big Name For Value” Prices Effective Thru November 1, 1986

Only At Our New Store- Broadway & Highway 6 Bypass (Next to K-Mart) in Iowa City

Open 7 Days A Week! Open 24 Hours A Day!
**Hawks riding high after wins**

By Mark Stein

The Iowa women's basketball team entered this weekend's Big Eight Conference tournament with a flutter of freshness and a sense of promise. The team was fourth in the conference standings and had a chance to capture its first league title.

**Volleyball**

Iowa's Team Prepares to face the Badgers from the Midwest. The Hawkeyes swept their weekend matches and are currently leading the Big 8 conference.

**Iowa slips by starting Northwestern**

Wildcats back has big day despite loss

By Staff Writer

While trying to enter the second set of matches, the Northwestern Wildcat's back was broken twice in the first set. The team was unable to recover from the injury and lost the match.

**Rain delay may let Hurst Pitch Game 7**

NEW YORK (AP) — Rain, which interrupted play throughout the day, caused postponement of Game 7 of the World Series between the Boston Red Sox and New York Mets until today.

The game was expected to be played today with two outs left in the top of the fifth inning. The Mets held a 5-2 lead when the game was called off.

**With the rainout, the Red Sox will be expected to send the same pitching staff to the mound today.**

**The match went four games** (13, 17, 19 and 19), but the series was not decided until Sunday, when the Red Sox scored a 5-4 win on Pedro Martinez's 1-2-3 shutout.

**The pitcher**

Game 7 will be played at 4 p.m. EST.

**With the rainout, the Red Sox will be expected to send the same pitching staff to the mound today.**

**With the rainout, the Red Sox will be expected to send the same pitching staff to the mound today.**

**With the rainout, the Red Sox will be expected to send the same pitching staff to the mound today.**

**With the rainout, the Red Sox will be expected to send the same pitching staff to the mound today.**

**Trivia Teaser**

To celebrate the anniversary of the first World Series game, here's a trivia question: Who was the winning pitcher in the first World Series game?
**Sportsbrief**

Fry says Hawks were drained after loss

Iowa State Coach Fry says during his Sunday telecon­ference that his team is still feeling down after an emotional loss to Michigan, making it difficult to prepare for Northwestern.

"We just didn't have it," Fry said. "We were just out-manned." Although Fry says his team is already looking forward to next week's game.

"Offensively, I thought we did a good job," Fry said. "It's just that they were just better than us." Fry said he thinks his team will be more prepared for Northwestern and will bounce back against them.

On The Line

It was another tough week for the players in the Big Ten.

"I think we're all just trying to get our minds right," said one player.

The line was also tested against the_details!

This was the second game of the season for Iowa State, who had already lost to Michigan State last week.

Midias would like to offer you with no, one can tell you how much a brake repair will cost you in advance.

We offer a No Charge, No Obligation Free Brake Inspection.

Compare quality, service and prices at Midias and you will find value worth shopping for.

Fry says the line was outmatched by the likes of Northwestern.

"We just didn't have it," Fry said. "I thought we were competing, but they were just better than us." Fry said he thinks his team will be more prepared for Northwestern and will bounce back against them.

Hawks experienced first Big Ten defeat

**Letter Writer**

Start Writer

The Iowa field hockey team suffered its first Big Ten loss when they were defeated by Northwestern 5-0 on Saturday in Evanston, Ill.

"Our defense couldn't contain Northwestern's aggressive play," said one Iowa player. "They were just too much for us." Northwestern had the upper hand throughout the game, scoring three goals in the first half and two in the second.

"We were close to their goals," said another player. "But we just couldn't get the ball past their defense." Northwestern had no trouble scoring, and Iowa State's defense was no match for their aggressive play.

"Our offense just didn't seem to be working," said the letter writer. "We didn't put enough pressure on their goalie, and their defense was too good for us." Northwestern had several chances to score, but Iowa State's defense held them off.

"We need to work on our offense," said the letter writer. "We need to get more shots on goal and find ways to get past Northwestern's defense." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's offense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"Our defense will have to step up," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of blocking shots and keeping the ball away from Northwestern's scorer." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's defense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"We need to work on our defense," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of blocking shots and keeping the ball away from Northwestern's scorer." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's defense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"Our offense will have to step up," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of scoring and finding ways to get past Northwestern's defense." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's offense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"Our defense will have to step up," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of blocking shots and keeping the ball away from Northwestern's scorer." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's defense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"Our offense will have to step up," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of scoring and finding ways to get past Northwestern's defense." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's offense couldn't seem to get anything past her.

"Our defense will have to step up," said the letter writer. "We need to do a better job of blocking shots and keeping the ball away from Northwestern's scorer." Northwestern's goalie was strong, and Iowa State's defense couldn't seem to get anything past her.
**Sports**

**Denver drops Seattle in classic AFC battle**

Abe Posen International

In two Western showdowns that marked the kickoff of the NFL's season, the Denver Broncos and Seattle Seahawks presented an early-season test for both teams.

In the game that was billed as aason opener, the Seahawks took a 10-0 lead in the first quarter. But the Broncos, led by John Elway and John David Crowder, fought back and scored 17 unanswered points in the second half, winning 17-10.

**Buckeyes lead Big Ten with perfect mark**

Terry Bowden, Ohio State Buckeyes head coach, announced that the Buckeyes are currently leading the Big Ten standings with a perfect mark of 5-0.

Bowden said, "Our team has been working hard and we're really proud of the way we've been playing. We know we have some tough games ahead, but we're confident in our ability to compete."

**Buckeyes lead Big Ten with perfect mark**

The Ohio State Buckeyes have a perfect record of 5-0 in the Big Ten conference. They are currently leading the conference with 14-0 points against the best in the Big Ten.
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Cedar Rapids — The Iowa women's tennis team clinched its last meet of the fall by winning its fourth straight in their home court. Among the individuals who won were Michele Conlon, Dennis Conlon and Saleh Saleh. The doubles team, Conlon and Saleh, won their third straight match against two of the country's top singles players.

Conlon, Wohlford, and Liz Conlon all won by victories over Minnesota's High-quality doubles partners.

By Scott Relfert
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Iowa nets two titles at Invite

By Scott Relfert

Iowa's Peetit departamento returns a serve from her Southwest Missouri State opponent during a doubles match in Cedar Rapids.

Tennis

because I'm hitting out as everything. My serve alone has been one of my biggest weapons and finished stronger than the remainder ahead of Seko.

Seko's official time of 7 minutes, 7.5 seconds was more than 20 seconds faster than the world record of 9:12.1 set in Berlin, Germany in 1996 by Armin Hildebrandt. Seko was also not challenged.

Seko, who had suffered through 700 miles of lost baggage, lost her last match before losing 5-7, 6-4, 6-7. He lost his first match before losing 5-7, 6-4, 6-7. Her winning time of 2:21.21 is 17.4 minutes faster than the record set by Colombia's 22-year-old Juan Carlos Pinzon in 1995.

The Iowa women's tennis team clinched its last meet of the fall by winning its fourth straight in their home court. Among the individuals who won were Michele Conlon, Dennis Conlon and Saleh Saleh. The doubles team, Conlon and Saleh, won their third straight match against two of the country's top singles players.

Conlon, Wohlford, and Liz Conlon all won by victories over Minnesota's High-quality doubles partners.
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Wildcats

Wednesday's powerhouse performance as the Wildcats scored three touchowns and held the other team scoreless, leading to a 27-20 victory in the first half of the FCIAC-Wildcat game Saturday.

"The play we ran was a misdirection play designed to gain about five yards," Iowas's football coach, John Cassavetes, said. "It was really surprising to see that big a hole, but I just hit it and the rest is history."

Northwestern tailback Stanley Davenport ran 89 yards for a touchdown in the first quarter of Iowa's 27-20 win Saturday. "This is probably the most gratifying performance of my career, especially because it came against a team like Iowa."

The play was designed to misdirect the defense and give Iowas quarterback, John Cassavetes, a chance to throw a touchdown pass. Cassavetes faked the handoff to the running back, and Davenport took off down the sideline for a 60-yard gain. The play set up a touchdown pass to Junior Tipton, giving Northwestern a 10-0 lead.

On the next drive, Greenfield's pass to Rich Borresen was incomplete, and Iowa's defense regained control of the game. But moments later, Davenport scored his second touchdown, this time on a 7-yard run.

The Wildcats' defense held Iowa scoreless in the second half, allowing Northwestern to pull away for a 27-20 victory. Northwestern's defense was led by sophomore linebacker, John Cassavetes, who had a game-high nine tackles.

Davenport

During the game, Davenport kept his motor running, putting on a show that was a highlight of the game. His energetic performance was especially notable against a team like Iowa, which is known for its strong defense.

"I think we've become a very different team since that first game," Davenport said. "I just can't imagine walking away from this community and not being able to walk away with three straight wins against this team."

"I'm looking forward to playing against Iowa again," he added. "I think we've got a lot of adversity this season that will be good for us in the future."

The Cleveland Quartet

The Cleveland Quartet, with Emanuel Ax, played at 8 p.m. on Thursday, October 27. The concert was held at the Fieldhouse in New York City, featuring works by Beethoven, Schubert, and Brahms.
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Poet Angel to read from noted works

By Jeff Lee

HOLLYWOOD (UP!) - The list of singer-actor Kevin Rogers' talents is running out of pages.

Rogers has produced a book of his photographs with text (Angel's America), has had many, many, many," as he would say, movies, and has written and produced a book of his poetry, "Barbara Jell Bridge," which was featured by the San Francisco Chronicle. All this and a whole lot more.

"Angel's America," which Rogers said he would arrive in time for the release of the book's paperback in Van Nuys, Calif., will be read from his poetry at 8 p.m. in Van Nuys, Calif., where he read from his poetry at 8 p.m. in Van Nuys, Calif., where he read from his poetry at 8 p.m. in Van Nuys, Calif.
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Dance theater demonstrates versatility, mastery of craft

By Thomas Teasdale
Staff Writer

LONDON (UPI) - The versatile and innovative dance theater produced by the early professional group of young, untested performers and writers is incredibly casual, much like its setting. The Armory was dark, rainy and very cold. The audience members wore coats, and some were wrapped in blankets to shield themselves from the falling rain. The atmosphere was somber, yet there was a sense of anticipation and excitement.

The dance theater was a showcase for the group's talent and creativity. The performers, dressed in colorful costumes, moved fluidly across the stage, creating a visually stunning performance. The dance combined elements of modern and traditional styles, with movements that were both elegant and athletic.

The performance was divided into multiple scenes, each with its own unique theme. The dancers navigated through a series of set pieces, transformed through layering techniques, and transitioned between movements fluidly. The music, composed by a local composer, added to the overall atmosphere of the performance, with melodies that were both haunting and inspiring.

The dancers were a diverse group, with different backgrounds and experiences. However, they all shared a passion for dance and a commitment to pushing the boundaries of what was possible on stage. The performance was a testament to their hard work and dedication, and a beautiful example of the power of art to bring people together.